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Thanks for supporting the LIARS  

This month’s cover pictures from Greg Hunt &The Buzzard (MOPAR parts)

 

 

 

This could be the LIARS Bus! 

MCB Contributors: Greg Hunt, John The Buzzard, John the Artist & Pat Z 

LIARS Web Page http://wwnlyw.liarsmodelcarbuilders.com/ 

The LONG ISLAND AUTO REPLICA SOCIETY (L.I.A.R.S.) Model Car Briefs is dedicated to bringing you the 

best and most up to date information about our great hobby of model building.

Virtual Meeting theme:  
     Monte Carlo models 

http://wwnlyw.liarsmodelcarbuilders.com/
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LIARS Unofficial Official 
HOT STUFF 

Old & New 
The next meeting’s theme is Monte Carlo. For 

starters, we will conduct an Interim Virtual Meeting 
this Thursday, June 4th! When, we can be face to 
face - your guess is as good as mine!  

During this time I have managed to finish 17 
models! 

The latest is a AMT 23 T bucket. I had painted it 
about ten years ago. Came across it, while looking 

foe parts for a Henry J that I'm starting. All parts 
for it came from my parts bins. The crowning touch, 
a hopped up Nissan engine! 

If you get a chance go on the “Dom & Bob You 
Tube” experience. You might be surprised of the fun 
we are having. 

Hope everyone and their families are safe. 

Remember, the food pantry (or perhaps see PZ 
suggestion herein)!  Stay safe – we need u (or at 
least your dues)! 

Rich   r.argus@juno.comr.argus@juno.com 

 

Some Words from the Editor At Large 
I as your editor/fellow member APOLOGIZE FOR 

NOT INCLUING THE FOLLOWING IN THE 

MAY MCB…( I hit send too soon!..) 

Memorial Day (formerly Decoration Day) has 

been set aside since just after the Civil War as a 

time for honor America's fallen veterans. 

On this (RECENT) Memorial Day we not only 

paused to mourn all those who did not come home 

from the battlefields of all present and past 

wars/police actions. And to all those who were on 

the battlefields and experienced the horror of war 

(and perhaps still do)! We honor their sacrifices 

and assure their loved ones that we have not 

 Forgotten them! 

 

The following is not just amazing to Dr. V, while 

huge, the proportions are correct! It took someone 

a lot of time to map it out and even more to plant it. 

I don't know who they are, but thank-them for 

what they have done. It is great to see the American 

Spirit is still alive. 

 

THE ONLY FLAG THAT DOESN'T FLY 

Between the fields where the flag is planted, there 

are 9+ miles of flower fields that go all the way to 

the ocean. The flowers are grown   by seed 

companies. It's a beautiful place, close to 

Vandenberg AFB.                                      

Check out the dimensions of the flag. The Floral 

Flag is 740 feet long and 390 feet wide and 

maintains the proper Flag dimensions, as described 

in Executive Order #10834. 

This Flag is 6.65 acres and is the first Floral 

Flag to be planted with 5 pointed Stars, comprised 

of White   Larkspur –ea. Star is 24 feet in diameter; 

each Stripe is 30 feet wide.                                                

This Flag is estimated to contain more than 400,000 

Larkspur plants   with 4-5 flower stems each, for a 

total of more than 2 million flowers. For our 

soldiers....  

 
When you read this, please stop for a moment and 

say a prayer for our servicemen. 
… 

Good day to my fellow LIARS &/or friends thereof. 

Well we have survived over 3 months of forced isolation! 

The MCB was envisioned to include member inputs 

plus relevant modeling goodies – this issue has TWO 

goodies from Greg Hunt! – thanks Greg… 

Dr. V as a former NYC ¼ (as well as 1/8) mile racer, 

totally forgot the significance of “1320” – see Greg’s 

article included herein. 

 

 Now to lighten our mood today, Dr. V has finally 

selected a LIARS candidate bus! Enjoy the video and 

just think we could be traveling to all the East Coast 

shows while bypassing NYC tolls, speed cameras, etc.!  

Over to the LIARS Board for consideration. 
  

 

mailto:r.argus@juno.comr.argus@juno.com
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You can access a video @ 

 
 Now to lighten our mood today, Dr. V has 

finally selected a LIARS candidate bus! Enjoy the 

video and just think we could be traveling to all the 

East Coast shows while bypassing NYC tolls, speed 

cameras, etc.!  

Over to the LIARS Board for consideration. 

… 

Next item deals with a pro-active modeling club – 

unfortunately, it is not us! WHY NOT? ONLY 

YOU CAN ANSWER>>> 

 

 
We're Early!! Results/Winners Announced for 

dscV16 - The Desert Scale Classic Virtual 

Venue  

Thank you to everyone who participated . . . 

over 400 fantastic models! Congratulations to 

those exceptionally talented builders who 

impressed the judging staff to the point of 

collecting awards! Go check it all out. All the 

builders are now identified with their entries. 

Category winners (1st - 2nd - 3rd Place) are 

labeled within their categories, and the Master 

Awards are accessible by clicking on an icon 

on their Entries within their respective 
categories. 

Dr. V recommends that you access 

http://www.dscv16.com/the-

championship.html 

… 

AMT’s 1934 Ford 2 Door Sedan 

By Greg Hunt 
 

Converted into a Sedan Delivery and put 

into service as a rapid delivery Milk Truck. 

Painted Pearl White and powered by Henry’s 

famous flat head V8 with aluminum heads and 

of course the old style Scott Blower with two 

Stromberg carbs poking their heads out of the 

hood... 

 
I Chopped the top with a pie cut, closed up 

the rear quarter windows cut a doorway in the 

rear, created the door and added the rain 

gutter, added a wood plank floor with chrome 

strips, created the rolled 'n pleated panel, door 

handle and window crank, I also cut-in the 

plate recess... 

 

http://www.dscv16.com/the-championship.html
http://www.dscv16.com/the-championship.html
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I had to narrow the rear and tub the body 

to clear the blue line slicks. I had to narrow 

the front axel as well to get the modern front 

tires to fit under the fenders. I had to channel 

the front of the frame 5 mm to correct the ride 

height…  

 
Found some scale Milk Cans online (Paul 

Drago was kind enough to cast a few more for 

me – see cover pic). The Cow Hide is from the 

internet also, added them to the roof insert, 

running boards as well as the rolled 'n 

pleated seat insert and floor mats... 

 
The Not Quite Right Dairy Farm logo decals 

I made up on my computer. 

 

Stay well, keep building, have fun! 

 

One more for the 1320 

By Greg Hunt 

 

Just finished AMT/Model King’s “Two 

Much!” twin engine dragster. A simple enough 

build with no real fit problems.  

 
Looking at the box top, the paint scheme 

and the body make it look more like a circus 

clown, so I didn’t use the decals ( the red and 

blue stripes that run nose to tail are not 

included in the decals ). The body must be 

glued to the frame so the radius rods have a 

place to attach, hiding all details. And since I 

planed on running oil and fuel lines I didn’t 

use the body either. For a body I borrowed a 

coul from another dragster and modified it by 

widening the firewall end and making the rear 

section a bit longer to meet the roll cage. Side 

panels were made from sheet styrene. 

 
I didn’t care for the fuel tank that came in 

the kit so I made one out of sheet styrene that 

is a little longer. I also replaced the very flat 2 

piece bug catcher injection with a pair of 

Hilborn 4 port Injectors and Scoop from 

Competition Resins. 

My concept for this early dragster is one 

that was built on a budget, would have 

minimum tin work, natural cast blowers and 

painted headers. Little was spent on things 

that didn’t make it go faster. 
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The only problem I encountered was when 

I went to place the forward engine in the 

chassis. I had painted the oil pans with Alclad 

II so I left them of until I was ready for final 

assemble. The rails are too tight and must be 

spread, once you do that you realize that there 

is a major X member in the lower rail that 

contacts the oil pan. After the crossmember is 

cut out and the frame rails touched-up, you 

can then push the forward engine down into 

place. Obviously the kit was originally 

designed for a single engine and they just 

through in a second engine and a funny body.  

Once that was taken care of I finished the 

plumbing, added a nicer parachute the kit 

chute is rater flat with little detail and rear 

wheels and tires that didn’t look comically 

wide. 

Keep building, have fun. Stay safe!  Long 

Island Needs A Dragstrip! 

 

Hi LIARS, 

During the last online meeting I made a 

suggestion to the club, however, not all club 

members were present. Bobby G. suggested I 

send my idea to you so that you can contact 

members with my idea. PatZ 

 

This is my proposal- 

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 crisis we 

have not had a meeting since March. Generous 

LIARS members who usually bring their 

monthly food bank donations to meetings 

cannot donate. COVID-19 has caused families 

to lose their jobs. These families are now 

without an income and are in need of food 

assistance. Local food banks have become 

especially important for children who are not 

attending school and are unable to receive 

daily breakfast and/or lunch.  

I propose that the LIARS Club make a cash 

donation to a local Food Bank Club so that 

families can receive food assistance during the 

COVID-19 crisis. 

LIARS your opinion/vote is needed.  

…Thank you, Pat Z. 

As for donations, perhaps we could 

continue to support the Rec Center where we 

were donating food stuffs. Dr. V 

As a reminder, meetings will be broadcast live 

on YouTube and recorded for later viewing.  

Members that are interested in viewing the last 

meeting or all the meetings can go to YouTube and 

view them by clicking on the link below.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGt-jLYVRuE 

 

From: Bob Garofalo & Dominick Gerace:  Our 

next meeting is on Thursday, June 4, 2020. Rich 

Argus will talk about his adventures in plastic 

model building and much more. 

  

LIARS President Rich Argus will start the meeting 

off by greeting the club and updating us on any 

club issues, followed by Pat Vecchio the LIARS 

Treasurer will update us on club finances. 

 

Any Board Member or LIARS Member that has 

information to present to the club, please send me 

an email that you want to speak and on what topic. 

This is so we can organize the formal part of our 

meeting.  

Anyone who has built a Monte Carlo model can 

show it after the Board Members have finished 

speaking. 

Thank you to everyone. It is a pleasure to have this 

hobby and LIARS Club to look forward to. 

Hope you had a great holiday and stay safe. 

Bobby g. & Dominick g. 

Dr. V update: Hershey 2020 Flea market where 

200,000 attend was cancelled! Suggest Virtual 

discussion topic as to potential affect on e.g. LIARS  

& other MODEL SHOWs. 

Dr.V continues to release interim bi-monthly 

LIARS MCBs during this crisis, to keep the 

membership/fellow enthusiasts abreast of the 

current situation. Can you provide inputs? 

The Buzzard routed these pictures…awaitin story. 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGt-jLYVRuE
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How did we get started building & 

collecting models or doing anything else 

associated with the hobby 

I would love to hear all the stories. Each 

one of us has a different one. I attend most of 

the meetings but I don’t know much about 

anybody. 

      Before I joined the LIARS Club in 2016, 

about 23 years ago I met model builders in a 

hobby shop on Jamaica Avenue in Queens. 

Three of them were already LIARS Members.  

You will get the rest of the story when 

everyone agrees to write at least a page 

history of how they got started. I think it’s 

fascinating. 

Well Bill, I decided to get it started.  Bobby g. 

 

Mike Brennan <profalcon62@yahoo.com> 

Well I’ll take a shot at this. I first heard about 

Models of any kind in my first year of High 

School 1961 when I over heard two class 

mates talking about model cars. I said what 

are those? As thy say the rest is history, the 

first model car I built was an AMT 1961 Buick 

LaSaber hardtop. I built model cars till I found 

other interests…  Thanks Mike Brennan. 

 

Gregory <greghunt27t@optonline.net> 

How or why I started building I have no recall. It 

has been too long! Other than the ’58 annuals, the 

first model I remember building was a ’57 

Eldorado drop top. Probably 1/32 scale. Painted it 

powder blue (by brush, a small brush) w/white 

interior. Cut open the doors and trunk with a hot 

Xacto. Created the inner truck panels with greeting 

card stock. What a piece of work it must have been! 

Hammer’s next… 

 

Hey guys,  

Funny enough I thought about this a long time 

ago, then said" who would care about my history 

with model cars" 

Then I realize it has affected me in so many ways 

and is such a big part of my life, I should share it. 

But be warned, my story goes to the heart of the 

polystyrene molecule! from slot cars, to model cars, 

to monsters, to planes, back to cars, some ships, 

then cars again, and remainder there ever 

since.....spanning, OMG dare I say 50 years!!!! 

Oh, but be-warned: the trail is long but 

interesting. 

• If you love the smell of glue, or a freshly 

unwrapped kit. 

• If you purchased a model based on the box art 

alone..... 

• If you wake up at restless nights and think 

about some kit, or current build, 

• If your mother is calling you for dinner was the 

most annoying interruption of a build.... ( and 

now by WIFE)  

• If you remember the time and place of every 

build...AND what songs were on the radio... 

• If you just CAN’T throw out the empty boxes.... 

• If you can honestly tell the difference between 

an annual kit and all subsequent re-issues... 

• If you have more un-built kits than your 

lifetime will permit. 

THEN hold on!  Because I got a story for you 

My next novel will be titled "HAMMER 

uncovered" or " CONFESSIONS of a 

POLYSTYRENE ADDICT"  Stay Tuned, Paul 

 

Superbird 

How I got started building model cars.... 

I got interested, thanks to my father, when I was 

about five years old. He would let me glue some 

pieces on some of the things he was working on. He 

was a big car guy, and still is today. He hasn’t built 

any models in quite a few years, but recently has 

put together a few die casts. Anyway, when I 

started showing an interest, some of my aunts and 

uncle‘s started giving me models for Christmas and 

birthdays. I saved up enough money in 1978 to buy 

my first model kit on my own. It was the Silver 

Anniversary 1978 Corvette. 

After 47 years in the Hobby, it is still what I have 

enjoyed doing the most in my life. I never took a 

break from the Hobby. 

In the 80s there was a Hobby shop not far from 

my house in West Islip called Ray’s Train Depot. 
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One day Ray introduced me to a guy by the name of 

Rick Diers. He said Rick was a model car builder 

too. We got to talking, Rick was an auto mechanic 

by trade. When he mentioned airbrushing, he saw I 

was curious and offered to teach me how. Once a 

week I would drive to his house in Deer Park and 

we would sit at his kitchen table and work on model 

cars. His garage shop was around the block and we 

walk over there to do our airbrushing. He’s a great 

friend to this day. He does not build any more but 

he still buys kits and has quite the collection from 

the 60s and 70s. 

Not long after that I found Ed Cervo selling 

model cars out of the back of Scale Auto 

Enthusiast. I went to his house for a 61 Chevy he 

was selling. He told me about Suffolk Scale 

Modelers club that was meeting at a center on 

Wireless Ave at the time. I joined, but after two 

months Phil Melfi split us off into the LIARS club. 

This Hobby has given me a lot of things in my life. 

It’s given me lifelong friends that started the 

LIARS club with Phil, like Mike Brennan, Alan 

Aug, Steve Blake, Ed Cervo and not long after, Ted 

Pappacena, John Buzzerio to name a few. 

Enjoyed some basement building sessions at Phil 

Melfi’s and George Vita’s! Nowadays I relive times 

like that, online with a group called The Styrene 

Syndicate on Facebook. Same set up as our virtual 

club meetings on Thursday nights, the Syndicate 

meets on Friday night. Most of us have the camera 

on our workspace while we work on projects 

throughout the night sharing tips and how-to’s and 

where to get tools and supplies. 

 

Well, that’s my story and I’m sticking to it! 

Stay safe everybody! I look forward to our next 

virtual meeting and in person meetings.  Dominick 

 

OK, LIARS step up to plate and provide your 

story. Dr. V (See what you started Bobby g.? 

 

Want to be a Model Car Field Correspondent?  

 

The team that brings you SAE, Model Cars, … 

magazines and many other products for model cars 

enthusiasts is looking for people to join the effort! 

It’s a chance to use the time you spend on your 

hobby in a way that will support a pastime you love. 

 

We are looking for more Model Car Field 

Correspondents (MCFC) to collect updated 

information for a Model Car Price Guide, the 

authoritative source that has been used by 

collectors for generations. (Well Dr. V can dream?) 

If you are a dedicated Model Car hobbyist familiar 

with current or past production models, this could 

be the perfect fit for you. 

If you sign up as a MCFC, you will help make the 

listings in our guides more complete and the values 

more accurate. 

You could be a MCFC if you  

• Attend one or more model shows each year. 

These events include but are not limited to 

public shows, local or regional meets organized 

by Model Car clubs or collecting groups, and 

annual conventions of the main collecting 

associations (Who are these?) 

• Collect information about current sales as seen 

at or reported from Model Car shows, auctions, 

or online sources (including but not limited to 

eBay). 

What it involves 

• Correspondents collect information about 

pricing from online sites, auctions, shows, and 

events. 

• Every spring, Correspondents submit their 

collected information to TBD. 

• You can submit your information using our 

soon to be easy online tool, or by mail. You 

decide! 

 

What you get 

• You’ll be publicly acknowledged in the book as 

a Correspondent. 

• You’ll get a free copy of the price guide you’ve 

helped with PLUS a special gift.  

• You’ll get paid. Why not add a little extra to 

your hobby budget while doing what you love? 

• You’ll be supporting your hobby by keeping 

collectors active, informed, and up to date. 

• You’ll be part of something the MODEL CAR 

community WILL look forward to each year! 

 

Interested? Here’s what to do 

• Send an email to YOUR RESPECTIVE 

MODEL CAR CLUB(S) 

• In your email, tell THE LEADERSHIP why 

you’re interested, and let them know if you 

have any questions. 

• Hopefully the leadership will take it from there! 

If you are accepted as a Correspondent, they’ll 

follow up some time in October to get you 

started. 
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Bottomline: JOIN DR. V IN HIS DREAM…(OK, 

one of his dreams…) The point is that model car 

builders are not organized as our our e.g., Model 

Train Enthusiasts brethren!   

Model Train Enthusiasts have: 

• Price guides updated yearly or every 2 years 

which depend upon Field Correspondents to 

provide current pricing 

• Documentation, such as: 

 
What as modelers need is an national 

organization, beyond the museum. Think about it. 

Modeling Tip: If you have old AMT whitewall 

tires that look dirty and age worn, give them a wash 

in 91% alcohol. Doesn't need to be long, just a few 

wipes with your fingers and they look like new! (Dr. 

V – I didn’t know that & no can’t drink if 

afterwards!) 

 

Pat offers these Revell 1/16 scale kits for sale. 

Dragsters 

1. Tom “Mongoose” McEwen’s Rear Engine-

1974 

2. Don “The Snake” Prudhomme - 1974 -figure 

has some paint 

3. Don Garlits AA Fuel Dragster - 1974 

4. Tony Nancy “The Loner” AA/FD -1972 

5. Kuhl & Olson “Da Revell” Fast Guys -1973 

wrong box 

6. Jeb Allen “Praying Mantis” Rear Engine -

1973 

7. Revell Germany Front Engine Dragster 

(sticker sealed) -1993 

Funny Cars 

1. Don “The Snake” Prudhomme’s AA/FC Army       

- 1974 

2. Ed “The Ace” McCulloch’s Revellution -1972 

some body paint 

3. Gene Snow’s Revell Snowman - 1972 

4. MPC-Buddy Baker NASCAR Charger #71 - 

1974 - not re-issue 

All parts have been inventoried; kits look 

complete and are un-started. Kits are 45-48 years 

old. Boxes are really good. If interested you can 

request pictures and I will email. Please contact me 

for prices.  Pat Zurowski  pzurowski@aol.com 

 

John The Artist routed the following Wooden Carz  

from Denver Noland Hembree (See John’s Art page) 

From  to 

  
or how about 

 

 
Now go build a model! 

 

mailto:pzurowski@aol.com

